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Refraction and atmospheric photochemistry
M. Balluch and D. J. Lary
Centre For Atmospheric Science,Cambridge University, U.K.

Abstract. A new model for calculating the effectsof refraction is introduced.
This model was invented independently of the one describedby DeMajistre et al.

[1995],but it is shownthat the two modelsare analyticallyequivalent.However,the
numerical implementation of the model introduced here is vastly more economical
and efficient than that of the model by DeMajistre et al. This is becausethe
two differential equations solved numerically by DeMajistre et al. have been
solved analytically for the new model, prior to the numerical implementation,
which reduced them to only one simple expression. The effects of refraction on
stratosphericchemistrycalculated with this new model are shownto be greatest in
the polar lower stratospherecloseto the onset and completionof polar night. The
main effectis to changethe shapeof the seasonalcycleof reactivespeciesproduced
by photolysissuch as NO, NO2, OH, HO2, C1, C10, Br, and BrO during the onset
and completionof polar night.
Introduction

Recent developmentsin measurementsof photodissociationcrosssectionsand photodissociationrates have
stimulated further improvementsof photochemicalmod-

eling. One suchimprovementhas been the inclusionof
effectsof atmosphericrefractionof the solarbeam [Andersonand Lloyd, 1990]. Refractionis only important
for large solar zenith angles. However, it is the polar
springtime with its large solar zenith angles that has
attracted much attention lately in connection with the
formation

of the so-called

ozone hole.

Therefore

the ef-

fects of refraction on the photochemistry in the lower
stratospheremerit a detailed investigation.
In the following, a new refraction model will be introduced, which is particularly suitable for use in the new

lowerstratosphericphotochemistry,with particular emphasison the onset and completionof the polar night,
will be discussed.

Refraction

Model

In the following section the model for refraction as
used for the calculations

in this article will be described.

This model was invented independently of the one de-

scribedby DeMajistre et al. [1995]. It will be shown
that the two models are actually analytically equivalent. To show this equivalenceas well as to introduce
the model mathematically in an easy to follow, deduc-

tive way,we will start our deductionwith equation(6)
from DeMajistre et al. [1995].

radiationmodeldescribedby Balluch[1996],but it can

Basic

also be used in models with more commonly used coordinate systems. This new refraction model will be compared with another refraction model introduced inde-

model with the following two equations

Mathematics

DeMajistre et al. [1995]endedthe derivationof their

pendentlyby DeMajistre et al. [1995].It will be shown

dy

that the model introduced here offers an improvement

to the modelby DeMajistreet al.
the two models

[1995]. Although

are based on the same idea and are an-

alytically equivalent, the model introduced here makes
use of the coordinate system, which was introduced by

Balluch [1996]for the radiation equation, to simplify
the refraction equations considerably.
In

the

next

dx

section

the

new

refraction

model

will

be deduced and compared to that of DeMajistre et al.

[1995].Further,the effectsof atmospheric
refractionon

p

: ---H

dz-- (•)
•
0y
dp_
c9•

(1)

(2)

These equations describe the bent solar beam as a

functiony(x) in Cartesiancoordinates.Here p is the
conjugatemomentum to the generalizedcoordinate y,
while x plays the role of the time in the Hamilton formalism. There is no z coordinate,since an incoming

beam in the (x, y)-planewill not be bent out of this

Papernumber96JD03399.

plane, becauseit was assumedthat •, the refractive
index of the atmosphericair, is only a function of altitude. Hence the z coordinate dependencycan be re-
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tanc•-go+Htan0

H- go
tan
0
(7)
Equations(1) to (3) werederivedby DeMajistreet al.
[1995]by minimizingthe time usedby light traveling Furthermore,with equations(1), (3), and (5), we can
from one point to another and applying the Hamilton
formalismto the problem. The authorsthen integrated
these equationsnumerically to calculate the direct solar
beam when bent by refraction, referred to as the bent
solar beam in the following.
We want to proceedfrom this point by taking more
advantage of the assumptionthat • is a function of
the distance to the center of the Earth, r, only, i.e.,

deduce

go- qt sin(0- a)

(8)

With equation(3) it immediately
followsthat theHamilton function

becomes

-

cos(0-

Equations(4) and(8) areessentially
the newequations
Andequation
(9) substitutes
• - •(r). For sucha situationit might be advanta- (2) and(1), respectively.
geousto introducepolar coordinates(r, 0) insteadof for equation(3). We can thereforeproceedmeaningthe two equations(4) and (8) by
Cartesiancoordinates
(x, y) (seeFigure1). Let us also fully by combining
introducethe angle c• as the anglebetweenthe tangent takingthe derivativeof equation(8) with respectto r
of the bent solar beam and the line through the center andequating
that to therighthandsideof equation(4).
of the Earth, i.e., the center of the Cartesian coordinate With a bit of reshuffling
andtheuseof equation(7), we
system(Figure 1). This anglea is calledthe apparent arrive at
d (O- a)
i dgt
solar zenith angle.
= ß dr tan a
(10)
dr
We can now represent the bent solar beam as c• -

This equationis remarkablebecausethe dependency
c•(r). For that purpose,weneedto transformthe above
equationsinto the newcoordinatesystem(r, 0) andex- on p of the leRhand side has disappeared,effectively
press the derivatives with respect to r as the time pa- reducing
theoriginalsystemof equations
(1) and(2) to
rameter along the bent solar beam. It is easy to prove

describe
thebentsolarbeam,to onlyoneequation
(10)

that equation(2) becomes

to describe
thesamebentsolarbeam.Next, considering
that

dp _

qt tan0

dqt

dr- - H- go
tan
0 dr

(4) we can

tan0- y
derive
dO

From Figure 1 it is obviousthat
dy
dx

: tan(0 - a)

(11)

1

-= -- r tan a
dr

(5)

(12)

With the help of that equation we can now write the

equationfor the bent solarbeam

With equation(1), this leadsimmediatelyto
tan0 -

H tan a - p
H-q-p tana

da
dr

(6)

1

1 dqt

= -- r tan a

ß

dr

tan a

(13)

Balluch[1996]introduceda radiationmodelthat uses
a newcoordinate
system(r, p, q), whichdrasticallysimplifiesthe radiation equation. The coordinateq is defined as the tangentof the local azimuth of the line of
sighttimesthe cosineof a. In our application,for the
directsolarbeam,the azimuthis zeroby definition,and
thereforeq = 0. The coordinatep is definedas

Y

p- r sinc•
From that

(14)

we deduce
dc•

dr=sin
dP
a+rcoS
a--dr

(15)

and with the use of equation(12) the new equation
describingthe bent solar beam becomes
dp

p d•

Figure 1. Definitionof polarcoordinates
r and0 andthe
apparentsolarzenithanglea. The sizeof theEarthandits
atmosphere
aretotallyoutof proportionto makethe defini-

which would simply be obtainable from Snell's law as

tions clearer.

well.

d-•= ß dr

(16)
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That meansfor a given value of aout, we can calcu-

late a true solarzenithangle/?j at any radiusrj. In
(17)practicalapplicationswewill onlyknow/?jandwantto
calculateaoutin orderto useequations(17) and (19)

This is the new equationfor the bent solar beam with
refraction. Without additional assumptionswe have re-

for solving the radiation problem. For that we have to

outside a superscript 'plus' and the inside a superscript
'minus'. Then we have in our terminology

accuracy.For the first guess,we couldchooseaout, as it
wouldbe without refraction. This shootingprocedure
becomesnecessarybecauseall a valuesdependon the
outermosta, i.e., aout,accordingto equation(17).
There are, however,a few more problemsto consider.
The aboveis strictly true only for solar zenith angles

solveequation(21) for aoutwith a shootingprocedure.
ducedthe systemof differentialequations,
equations(1) For this shootingprocedurewe usea first guessfor aout
and (2) as usedby DeMajistreet al. [•1995],
to a very andthenintegrateequation(21)to yielda •j, whichwe
simpleexpression,
equation(17), describing
exactlythe can compareto the true solar zenith anglewe want to
same thing.
achieve.Depending
on whetherthesolution/?jof equafor aoutislargeror smallerthan
Let us assumethat the atmosphereis representedby tion (21) with ourguess
a number of discretesphericalshellsof constantphysical the true solarzenith anglewe want to reach,we choose
propertieslike densityand temperature(and therefore a better guessfor aout, larger or smaller than the forrefractiveindexß aswell), asit wouldbe in a numerical mer,to yielda bettersolution/•jof equation(21). This
model. At each interface between the layers we could procedurewe repeatiterativelyuntil •j and the true
apply Snell'slaw to calculate refraction. Let's give the solarzenith anglewe want to achieveagreeto sufficient

p+

=

sina +

=

psin c•If we consider now that the atmosphere consistsof
a number of such shells and interfaces between them,

•;, wherethe bentsolarbeamhits r3 directly,without
we arriveexactlyat equation(17). In contrastto what passingfirst througha tangent point in the atmosphere,
appearsto be a claim of OeMajistreet al. [1995](at i.e., a point of closestproximity to the Earth, before
the altitudeof interest.Also,for certain•j, r3
the beginningof the section2' RefractionModel), the reaching
Hamiltonian approach and Snell's law are exactly the might actually lie in the shadowof the Earth, i.e.,not
same in the discrete representation.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the bent solar beam is
now representedby steps of decreasingp values. To
calculate the optical depth r, we have only to add the
width of each of these "p steps" times the extinction
per length, a'

•i,i+lT --

in direct sunlight.

• -- P•,i+l-- F•+I-- Pi,i+l

(xo)
whereai,i+• is the averagevalueof a betweenradius
ri and radius ri+•.
Method

i-2,i-I
Pi-l,i

of Solution

Accordingto Figure 1, c•(r) is the apparentsolar Pi,i+l

zenith angleat r. We still needto set this in relation to
the true solar zenith anglefi, which is the angle between

Pi+l,i+2

the solar beam and the zenith if there was no refraction,
i.e., if the solar beam was a straight line. The basic ob-

servationto start from is that for eachshell(i, i q- 1),
i.e., on any straight line, fi changesexactly as c•,

-

r•+•

wherec•/+istheoutervalueofc•at interface
ri andc•- is
the inner value of c• at interface ri. Over each interface

in
i, however,only c•changes,
according
to equation(18). Figure2. Thebentsolarbeamin discreteapproximation
coordinates
r
and
p
is
represented
by
steps
of
constant
p
Consequently,
we can add up equation(20), and since
C•out- flout outside the outermost shell, we arrive at
j-1

]•j-- (•outq-•-•(./++l--(•?)
i=1

(21)

values(thick line segments).
Over the shellinterfacesthe
refractiveindiceschangediscontinuously.
The p values
changecorrespondingly,
accordingto Snell's law (see
equationI17] or I18] ).
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400nm,outerboundaryof alphaversustruesolarzenithangle

cases.
Forcalculating
theedge
oftheEarth's
shadow,98
i.e., the terminator,we only needto calculatethe bent
solarbeam that just about grazeson the surfaceof the

,

,

,

,

,

,

!

48%191

94

.'•'••efraction

no
refrachon

Earth, i.e., the bent solar beam which has a tangent
92
point at zero altitude. For calculatingthe bent solar
beams which have a tangent point altitude of exactly !90
the altitudeof interest,i.e.,thosebent solarbeamsthat .•
• 88

endtangentially
foreachrj, weonlyhaveto solveequa- _•

tion(21)foraJ-- 90ø. Allthese
cases
ofcalculating
o•

bent
solar
beams
withtangent
points
atgiven
altitudes
•

canbesolved
directlywithonlyoneintegration
ofequa-

•

tion (21). It is easyto showthat the true solarzenith

angle
forthecase
ofc• - 90oat rj is

82
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t
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Figure3. Thetruesolarzenithangle,6asa functionof tzo•t
for an altitudeof 20 km anda wavelengthof 400 rim.The
lowerbranchcorresponds
to solarbeamswithouttangent
points,theupperbranchto solarbeamswithtangentpoints.
ri•i,i+l
The changesof the upperbranchare shownfor with or
Forall j suchthat fij > /'•dmax
thesolarbeamwill withoutrefraction,andfor 48 or 191 sphericalshellsin the
ri+x•i,i+ 1

- arcsin
(rJ
q•J-x'J
)) (22)

/?dmax
passits tangentpoint.Forall j suchthatfij < •,j
,

calculation with refraction.

the solar beam will not have a tangent point at all.
This is important becauseif there is a tangent point,

equation(21) doesnot really apply. However,since
the solar beam is symmetricwith regardto the tangent
point, for the caseswith a tangent point, we have to
add thosep stepson the other sideof the tangent point

twicein the sumof equation(21). In that way we can
calculatethe true solar zenith anglefor the terminator

at /• = •dmax.We canseethat if wesplitthe probleminto onewith/• > •dmaxand/• < •dmax,as it is
possible
with the helpof equation(22), we indeedhave
a monotonicrelationshipbetween/• and aout for each
caseseparately.
In Figure 3 we can also see the differencewith and

without refraction.The two slightlydifferentcurvesfor

(•out

the case with refraction are derived with 191 and 48

ß

+•i•••(arcsin(rN•N-I'N)

discretesphericalshells,as indicatedin the Figure. As

ri+• •i,i+ 1

can be seen on the curves with realistic refractive index

(realisticrefractiveindexfor air from Birch and Downs
[1995]),the monotonicity
can only be assuredabovea
certain scale,dependingon the number N of shellsin
the calculation.Evenfor 16 shells,though,the error in
C•out
is below5 x 10-4/•.
Figure 4 showsthe differencebetweenapparent and
true solarzenith angleat a wavelengthof 175 nm. The
differenceincreasesto more than 1.3ø. However,for a

_arcsin
(rNq•N-•,N))
ri•i,i+•

q-2•(arcsin(rNqtN-•'N)
ß.

ri+l !Iti,i+l

- arcsin
(rN•N-X!N))
(23)
ri•i,i+l
solar zenith angle below 850, the differenceis lessthan
where N is the largest index, i.e.,rs is the surfaceof

0.20. The enveloping
of the contourlinesat the largest

the Earth. Forall j suchthat •j > /•nax,rj is in the true solarzenith anglesgivesthe terminator.
shadowof the Earth, i.e.,not in direct sunlight. For all

j suchthat •j < •ax, rj is in directsunlight.
What remains to be shown is that aout is actually
a monotonicfunction of •, so that the shootingprocedure converges,i.e., that we can guessfrom the error
in • to a better boundary value aout in an efficient and
deterministicway. Figure 3 showsthe relation of • and
aout with and without refraction for a typical midlatitude profile at an altitude of 20 km and a wavelength
of 400 nm. The turning point of the curve is exactly

The radiation model used for the results shown in the

nextsectionis the onefromBalluch[1996]coupledwith
this refraction model. It should also be noted that the

extensionof thismodelfor refractionfromonlyapplying
to the direct solar beam to applyingto all scattered
and reflectedbeamsis straightforwardas long as all
scatteringprocesses
are isotropic. All beamsdefinedby
constantp valueswouldjust haveto be exchangedto p
step functionsas in Figure 2. However,for anisotropic
scatteringthe dependencyof the refractionequationson
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CHaONO2, CHaO2NO2, HCO, HCHO, CF3, CF30,
CF302, CF3OOCI,CFaOH, CFaOOH,CFaOONO2,F,
F2, FO, FO2, F202, COF2, FCO, FCOO, FCOOH,
FC(O)O2, FNO, FONO, FO2NO2,HF, CH4, CHF3,
CH3Br,CF2CI2,N20, CO. The remainingsevenspecies
are not integrated and not in photochemicalequilib-

i

7O

6O

rium,namely:CO2,H20, 02, N2, HCI(s),H20(s),

5O

HNO3(s).The modelcontains
a total of 438reactions,
ß 40

3O

.4

2O

shade
10

.7,

of Earth

287 bimolecularreactions,43 trimolecularreactions,65
photolysisprocesses,
and 43 heterogeneous
reactions.
Refractionacts to extendthe time per day for which
light is present. As a result, when refraction is included
in a numericalsimulationwegenerallyhavehigherconcentrationsof thosespecieswhichare producedby photolysis.

The followingsectionswill consider,in turn, the effect
of refractionon variouschemicalspecies.The time
true solarzenithangle [deg]
period when refractionhas the biggesteffectis close
Figure 4. The differencebetweenapparentandtrue solar to the onsetand completionof polar night. However,
zenithanglefor a wavelength
of 175nm.Therightmost
curve the effects of refraction are also visible at much lower
78

80

82

84

86

88

90

92

94

98

representsapproximatelythe terminatorwith refraction,

latitudes.

whichis 1.30furthertotherightthantheterminator
without
refraction would be.

03
The effect of refraction on the ozone concentration is

the/• coordinate, asdiscussedabove, cannot be removed
so easily.
The method

outlined

can also be used with more com-

monly usedcoordinate systemsfor the radiative transfer
equation, e.g., optical depth and polar and azimuthal
angle. This may be achievedby calculating the optical

relatively small below 45 km. When refraction is in-

cluded,the abundanceof shortlivedspeciessuchas C1,
Br, OH, and NO are increased,particularly closeto
the polar night boundary. This is becausethe period

depthwith the helpof equation(19).

of time for which photolysisoccursis extended. As a
result, when refractionwas included,the ozonelossincreasedbelow 45 km, reachinga maximum additional
lossof-0.5% over 7 days at around 40 km between560

Impact on Photochemistry

in 03 over 7 days due to refraction as a function of al-

Refraction has its greatest effect on stratospheric
chemistry in the polar lower stratosphere. In order
to assesthe impact of refraction alone on the chemistry of the lower stratosphere, a set of chemical box
model calculations was perfomed. These simulations

titude and latitude at the solstice. The additional loss

and640latitude. Figure5 showsthe percentage
change

is not restrictedto the regioncloseto the polar night
boundarybut alsoextendsinto the tropics. Above approximately 48 km there is an increasein 03 production due to increasedphotolysis,reachinga peakof apwerefor 50 mb (20 km) at a rangeof latitudesbetween proximately10% at 650 latitude. Figure 5 showsthat
the high-latitudeboundaryof the regionaffectedby re700 and 850 . The simulations
started in autumn and
fraction
mirrorsthe polar nightboundary,whichmoves
went through to the followingspring. The temperature
poleward
with increasingaltitude.
was artificially kept at 205 K, so that the variations in
the chemistry would be due to the motion of the Earth
relative to the Sun alone.

Photochemical Model Description
The numerical

model used was the AUTO CHEM model

Nitrogen Species
As can be seenin Figure 6, the enhancementin the

NO and NO2 concentration
is significant(and lastsfor
severaldays) closeto the polar night boundary. How-

describedby Lary et al. [1995,1996],Lary [1996]and ever, small changesalsoextend well into mid-latitudes.
Fisher and Lary [1995].The versionof the modelused The regionof increasein NO on the day sideof the polar
in this study contains a total of 81 species. Of these,

night boundary,which is greater than 10%, is consider-

74 species
areintegrated,
namely;O(1D),O(3p), 03, able and extendsovera few degreesof latitude centered
N, NO, NO2, NO3, N205, HONO, HNO3, HO2NO2,
CN, NCO, HCN, C1, C12, C10, C1OO, OC10,
C1NO2, C1ONO2, HC1, HOC1, CH3OC1, Br, Br2, BrO,
BrONO2, BrONO, HBr, HOBr, MeOBr, BrC1, H2,
H, OH, HO2, H202, CHa, CHa, CHaO2, CHaOOH,

on approximately 660 between 10 and 30 km. A similar
response is observed for NO2.
After polar night at a latitude of 700 the enhancement

in NOx is greater than 10% for a few weeks. The NOs
enhancement
duringpolar night itselfis not very signif-
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tion reduces the C1202 concentration.
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Owing to the very rapid photolysisof HOC1, including refraction reducesthe HOC1 concentrationin the
lower stratosphere. In the upper stratosphere the increased abundance of HOz and C1Oz means that the
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boundary the increasedabundanceof NO2 and C10 due
to refraction leads to an enhanced C1ONO2 concentration.

This

enhancement

is most noticeable

in the re-

coveryperiod in early spring. However,aboveabout 20
km the enhancedphotolysisof C1ONO2 leads to a net
reduction in its concentration, an effect which extends

-0.50 :.•
......................
lO
30
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80

to much lower latitudes.

Latitude

The effect of refraction

Figure 5. The percentagechangein 03 over 7 days
due to refraction
at the solstice.

as a function

of altitude

and latitude

centration is small and restricted mainly to the upper
stratosphereand mesosphere.

As the production of HONO is mainly due to the
reaction of OH with NO, there is a considerableenin the HONO

concentration.

The same is

true for HOeNO2 which is produced by the reaction of
HO2 with NO2.

Hydrogen Species

As can be seenin Figure 7, the enhancementin the
H, OH, HOe, CHa and HCHO concentrationis significant and lasts for several days close to the onset and
completionof polar night. The regionof increasein H,
OH, HOe, CHa and HCHO extendsover a few degrees
of latitude centered on approximately 66o and occurs
throughoutthe stratosphere. Refraction has slightly
enhanced

methane

is

Bromine Species

icant as during this period the NOx concentrationsare
negligible. The effect of refraction on the HNO3 con-

hancement

on the HC1 concentration

small.

oxidation.

In the case of H202, an enhancement in HO• caused
by photolysisproducesmore H202, but in turn, H202
is also photolyzed. This generally results in a net reduction in

Chlorine Species

As can be seenin Figure 8, the enhancementin the
C1 and C10 concentrationis significantand lasts for
severaldays closeto the onset and completionof polar
night. At a latitude of 700 the enhancementin C1 lasts
for about a month. The region of increasein C1 and
C10 extendsover a few degreesof latitude centeredon
approximately 660 and occurs throughout the stratosphere. In the lower stratosphereclose to the polar
night boundarythe increasein C10 leadsto a noticeable increasein C120• of up to 20%. However,at lower

As can be seenin Figure 9, the enhancementin the
Br and BrO concentrationis significant(and lastsfor

severaldays)closeto the onsetand completionof polar
night. It is an enhancementthat extends throughout
the stratospherecloseto the polar night boundary.
Owing to its very rapid photolysis,including refraction reducesthe concentrationof BrC1. Also owingto
its very rapid photolysis,including refraction reduces
the HOBr concentrationfor severaldays closeto the onset and completionof polar night. However,during the
polar night itself the HOBr concentrationis increased.
This is a reflection of the increased HO2 and BrO concentrations.

The increased abundance of NO2 and BrO due to
refraction

leads to a considerable enhancement

of the

BrONO2 concentration
(of up to 20% and more). This
enhancementis most noticeable in the recovery period
in early spring.
The two main sources of HBr

are the reactions

of Br

with HO2 and HCHO. The increasesin the Br and HO2
concentrations
concentration

therefore

lead to an increase in the HBr

when refraction

is included.

Summary
A new model for calculating the effectsof refraction
has been introduced. This model was invented indepen-

dently of the onedescribedby DeMajistre et al. [1995],
but it is shown that the two models are analytically
equivalent. However, the two differential equationsthat

were solvednumericallyby DeMajistre et al. [1995]
are solved analytically here to yield a vastly simplified
analytical expression. It is this simplified expression
which is numerically implemented in the model introduced here.

The effects of refraction on stratosphericchemistry
have been consideredand are shownto be greatest in
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Figure 6. The percentagechangein noonNO, NO•, N•O•, HONO, HNO3 and HO•NO2 over 7
days due to refraction as a function of altitude and latitude at the solstice.
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Figure 7. The percentagechangein noonH, OH, H02, H202, CH3 and HCHO over7 daysdue
to refraction

as a function
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at the solstice.
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Figure 8. The percentagechangein noon C1, ClO, C1202, ClON02, HC1 and HOC1 over 7 days
due to refraction

as a function
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and latitude
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